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Living Like It's 1958
From her clothes and hairstyle to her home
and car, this woman enjoys living her life
today as though it's decades ago.

 
Bears See First Balloon
These bears in the Netherlands are initially
confused when given a balloon, but they soon
get the hang of playing with it.

 
Tour HGTV Smart Home
Check out the interior and
exterior of this coastal-
inspired home and enter the
sweepstakes for your
chance to win it.
Learn more...

 
Every Life has a Story
Real life tends to be more
fascinating than fiction,
which you'll discover when
exploring the lives of famous
people here.
Learn more...

 
Valuable Money
Lessons
Learn to be skeptical about
financial offers and make
smarter choices about credit
cards, retirement, and more.
Learn more...

 
Homemade Salsa
Celebrate National Salsa Month by making
salsa at home instead of buying it at the
store. Fresher is better!

 
3 Quick Chicken Recipes
Bored with your chicken dishes? Try Honey
Lime Drumsticks, Ranch Chicken Fingers,
and Caprese Chicken.

 
Moonrise Over the Ocean
This breathtaking time-lapse video was
captured by a night sky photographer in
Acadia National Park, Maine. 

You may need an Instagram account to view these
posts. Go to Instagram.com to sign up or sign in to
your account.

 
Spectacular Flower Fields
It's flowers, flowers, and more flowers at the
spectacular Flower Fields in Carlsbad,
California. Take a tour now.

 
Dreamy Cloud Lamp
Turn inexpensive paper lanterns, polyester
fiber fill, and hot glue into illuminated clouds
to hang from the ceiling.

 
How to Remove Wallpaper
If you've struggled with removing wallpaper in
the past, check out these helpful tips from an
experienced pro.
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